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Design

Bachelor / Master

Evaluation

Off-screen Visualization Techniques for Mixed Reality Environments
Scenario
Mobile devices provide only limited display size to visualize information (such as a map). Thus, they
can only show a small part of the given information space. Traditional off-screen visualization
techniques such as “Wedges” (fig. 1) address this shortcoming by providing the user a hint to
potentially interesting off-screen targets (e.g., a parking lots, restaurants, …). Mixed Reality (MR)
displays create the illusion of virtual objects being situated in the user’s physical environment (fig.
2). Thereby viewing and manipulating virtual objects becomes a familiar physical interaction. Yet,
they still come with the typical limitation of mobile devices: they only display a fragment of the
information space.

Fig. 2: Mixed reality displays without any offscreen visualization.

Project Goal
Design, implement, and evaluate off-screen visualization techniques for mixed reality displays to
make the user aware of potentially interesting entities in their MR environment (digital objects,
physical objects, other persons).

Fig. 1: Wedges visualization technique
(Gustafson et al., 2008) displaying off-screen information.

Task

Contact

Literature research, state-of-the-art analysis (seminar presentation & paper)
Concept design, implementation of concept(s) (project presentation & paper)
Conduction of study & analysis (thesis & thesis defence)

Jens Müller,
Room: PZ 906
jens.muellerl@uni-konstanz.de
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Design

Bachelor / Master

Evaluation

Immersive analysis of health-related data using mobile devices
Scenario
Food and activity tracking is a common and important feature of mobile wellness applications
(e.g., google fit; see fig. 1). For the end user analysis of gathered data can become a
challenging task due to smartphones’ limited display size. Mixed reality displays (fig. 2) make it
possible to lay out gathered data in physical space. Thereby, large amounts of data can be
displayed and explored in an intuitive manner.

Fig. 2: Visualization in the physical (3D) environment.

Project Goal
Design, implement, and evaluate visualization concepts for a given, health-related data set.

Fig. 1: Traditional visualization
on a 2D information space.

Task

Contact

Literature research, state-of-the-art analysis (seminar presentation & paper)
Concept design, implementation of concept(s) (project presentation & paper)
Conduction of study & analysis (thesis & thesis defence)

Jens Müller,
Room: PZ 906
jens.muellerl@uni-konstanz.de
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Design

Bachelor / Master

Evaluation

Immersive analysis of health-related data using mixed reality displays
Scenario
Food and activity tracking is a common and important feature of mobile wellness applications
(e.g., google fit; see fig. 1) and a heavily research area in phycology. Food and activity
intervention studies result in very large dataset which needs to be analyzed in order to make
sense of the data. Mixed reality displays (e.g. HoloLens, fig. 2) make it possible to lay out
gathered data in physical space. Thereby, large amounts of data can be displayed and explored
in an intuitive and collaborative manner.
Fig. 2: Visualization in the physical (3D) environment.

Project Goal
Design, implement, and evaluate visualization concepts for a given, health-related data set.

Fig. 1: Traditional visualization
on a 2D information space.

Task

Contact

Literature research, state-of-the-art analysis (seminar presentation & paper)
Concept design, implementation of concept(s) (project presentation & paper)
Conduction of study & analysis (thesis & thesis defence)

Simon Butscher,
Room: PZ 906
simon.butscher@uni-konstanz.de
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Design

Bachelor / Master

Evaluation

StandUP - Reduce Sitting Using Mobile Phone Apps
Scenario
Sitting or sedentary behaviours are well known to be deleterious to our health. Sitting a lot can
lead to obesity, type II diabetes, depression and even increase all-cause mortality. Getting
people to sit less during their everyday lives is a huge task for researchers and policymakers
alike. But could the solution be ‘sitting’ in our pockets already? This project aims to develop and
evaluate a theory-based mobile phone application which prompts users to take regular breaks
from prolonged sitting and delivers effective behaviour change techniques exactly when we
need it and thus supports us in developing a healthier lifestyle.

Project Goal
Design, implement, and evaluate an inactivity-triggered, theory-based mobile phone app to
reduce prolonged sitting in adults in collaboration with researchers from the department of
Sports Science.
Fig. 1: Visualsations of breaks in sedentary time (StandUP &
Standland).

Task

Contact

Literature research, state-of-the-art analysis (seminar presentation & paper)
Concept design, implementation of concept(s) (project presentation & paper)
Conduction of study & analysis (thesis & thesis defence)

Jens Müller,
Room: PZ 906
jens.muellerl@uni-konstanz.de
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Design

Bachelor / Master

Eating Well by Color
Scenario

Wellness applications help users record information about their health behaviors, such as physical
activity and diet. Tracking ranges from counting steps to tracking the stages of sleep. Also calorie
counters which make use of large calorie databases are part of self-monitoring. The calorie
counters are based on the assumption that if we are aware of what we’re eating, we have the
information to know how to eat healthier. Although this may be true it is very annoying to keep track
of everything we eat. This information cannot be gathered automatically but has to be recorded
manually, which leads to missing data and imprecisions. Furthermore to eat healthier a balanced
nutrition should receive greater attention than counting calories.

Project Goal
Different nutrients actually impart different colors to the foods they’re in. Therefore a common ground
in food science is that every meal should include colored foods like fruits and vegetables. Based on
this knowledge an app can be developed to analyze meals with respect to the colors. An automatic
image processing approach based on an image of the meal is intended. Furthermore a visualization
has to be developed to give feedback about how colorful or balanced the meal is.

Task

Contact

Literature research and state-of-the-art analysis (seminar thesis)
Design and discussion of several interaction and visualization concepts (project work)
Implementation of a prototype for Android (project work)
Evaluation of the image processing approach and the visualization (thesis)

Simon Butscher
Room: PZ 906
simon.butscher@uni-konstanz.de
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Design

Bachelor / Master

Evaluation

MODE: Task Load and Adaptive Interfaces
Scenario
In addition to classical measurements of usability (effectiveness, efficiency, satisfaction),
researchers are constantly investigating additional metrics to assess the quality of system
support for human task performance. One of them is cognitive load: the amount of mental effort
that is used from the working memory while performing a cognitive task and interacting with a
system. Cognitive load can be measured using eye tracking technology, which allows to detect
users‘ current load and e.g. adapt interfaces in real time to adapt to the situation and task at
hand.

Project Goal
The outcome of this project is a sound state-of-the-art analysis on the topics of cognitive load
and eye tracking and the development of an adaptive prototype, that detects the current load of
users and adapts accordingly. This prototype allows for further evaluation and the validation of a
theoretical model.

Task

Contact

Literature research, state-of-the-art analysis (seminar presentation & paper)
Development of software (project presentation & paper)
Conduction of study & analysis (thesis & thesis defence)

Ulrike Pfeil,
Johannes Zagermann
Room: PZ 908, PZ 905
ulrike.pfeil@uni.kn,
johannes.zagermann@uni.kn
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Design

Bachelor / Master

Evaluation

SEEMi: Using Mixed Reality to Support Ergotherapeutic
Exercises in Rehabilitation Settings
Scenario
In the field of ergotherapy and neurorehabilitation, there are several exercises for patients that
are used for the treatment of e.g. phantom limp pain after an amputation or hemiparesis
following stroke. One of those exercises is called mirror therapy: Traditionally, an ordinary mirror
is used to provide an illusion of e.g. two grasping hands, which can lead to relief of pain. Mixed
reality experiences can provide an even more immersive illusion, promising even better
treatments.

Project Goal
The outcome of this project is a combination of a state-of-the-art analysis of existing related work
and a contextual inquiry of users, tasks, and settings in a rehabilitation center. This analysis
poses requirements for a mixed-reality system to support ergotherapeutic exercises, which
allows for further in-the-field evaluation.

Task

Contact

Literature research, state-of-the-art analysis, and contextual inquiry (seminar presentation &
paper)
Development of software (project presentation & paper)
Conduction of study & analysis (thesis & thesis defence)

Ulrike Pfeil,
Johannes Zagermann
Room: PZ 908, PZ 905
ulrike.pfeil@uni.kn,
johannes.zagermann@uni.kn
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Design

Bachelor / Master

Evaluation

EVA: Framework & Toolbox for Evaluating Interaction
Scenario
Designing, conducting, and analysing experiments is effortful: Experimenters not only need to
find appropriate models, metrics, and tasks but also have to conduct studies in suitable settings.
These two aspects are the basis for the analysis of the outcome of the experiment. Yet, most of
the named activities are seperated of each other, leading to even more effort. A framework that
guides experimenters during their work and provides necessary documents & tools can tackle
these issues and allows additionally for the comparison of experiments.

Project Goal
The outcome of this project is a combination of a state-of-the-art analysis of existing frameworks
and toolboxes and a contextual inquiry of experimenters, their tasks, and settings while
designing studies and analysing their outcome. This analysis poses requirements for a system to
support experimenters in evaluating interaction, which allows for further in-the-field evaluation.

Task

Contact

Literature research, state-of-the-art analysis , and contextual inquiry (seminar presentation &
paper)
Development of software (project presentation & paper)
Conduction of study & analysis (thesis & thesis defence)

Johannes Zagermann
Room: PZ 905
johannes.zagermann@uni.kn
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Design

Bachelor / Master

Evaluation

HANDOVER: Multi-Device Collaboration using Instrumental Interaction
Scenario
Instrumental Interaction proposes to separate document data and the instruments with which we
manipulate them. For example, the same color picker can be used to change the text color in a
Word document and the stroke color in Photoshop. This concept is a perfect fit for multi-device
interaction: Here, documents and tools become devices that can be carried around, freely
arranged and handed to others. Documents are physical objects that can be taken anywhere,
shown to others and edited collaboratively. Tools automatically detect which document they
belong to, adjust accordingly, and can be combined where required.

Project Goal
The outcome of this project is a sound state-of-the-art analysis on the topics of instrumental
interaction and cross-device interaction and the development of a prototype for multi-device
collaboration based on Instrumental Interaction. This prototype allows for further evaluation.

Task

Contact

Literature research, state-of-the-art analysis (seminar presentation & paper)
Development of software (project presentation & paper)
Conduction of study & analysis (thesis & thesis defence)

Johannes Zagermann
Room: PZ 905
johannes.zagermann@uni.kn
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Design

Bachelor / Master

Evaluation

Chair I/O 2.0
Scenario
Chairs are items of our daily lives. Different kinds of chairs exists to support heterogeneous
activities and scenarios e.g. office chairs, leisure chairs, and medical chairs. The resurrection of
virtual reality adds a new task for chairs: support navigation and gaming in virtual worlds. This
topic was first examined by a project called “ChairIO” in the year 2005. In the original ChairIO
project a chair-based computer interface was developed. During the last year some kickstarter
campaign picked up the topic and present new hardware solutions: RotoVR, Turris Chair, and
VRGO Chair (see picture). The upcoming products rely on the development of new hardware.

Project Goal
The goal of the project is not to develop a new hardware solution but use existing smartphone
sensors to augment a physical chair. The outcome of this project is a smartphone app which
allows by attaching the phone to chair a navigation in virtual spaces. Furthermore a evaluation of
this input device would be desirable.

Task

Contact

Literature research, state-of-the-art analysis (seminar presentation & paper)
Development of software (project presentation & paper)
Conduction of study & analysis (thesis & thesis defence)

Daniel Klinkhammer
Room: PZ 905
daniel.klinkhammer@uni-konstanz.de
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Evaluation

Bachelor / Master

Navigation in 3D Spaces: Comparison of Input Devices
Scenario
Interaction in virtual 3D Spaces is an important topic due to the new era of virtual reality and
augmented reality devices. Input modalities and devices range from classical game controllers to
new 3D controllers up to bare hands (e.g. leap motion). A whole body of research has looked on
the performance of different input modalities for 2D spaces (e.g. Fitt’s Law studies). However for
3D spaces only a few studies exists. So it is still an unanswered question which interaction
device performs best in specific tasks and environments.

Project Goal
The outcome of this project is a comparative study of different 3D input devices. This study
should at least answer the following questions:
- Which device has the highest navigation performance (Fitt’s law)
- How high is the physical demand of the different devices

Task

Contact

Literature research, state-of-the-art analysis (seminar presentation & paper)
Development of software (project presentation & paper)
Conduction of study & analysis (thesis & thesis defence)

Daniel Klinkhammer
Room: PZ905
daniel.klinkhammer@uni.kn,
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Design

Bachelor / Master

Evaluation

Direct On-Torso Feedback
Scenario
Many humans frequently apply unergonomic motion sequences when they move their torso in
reality. They might shift, rotate or bend their body in unhealthy ways. For example, members of
our society who have jobs which require the frequent lifting of heavy goods or other persons just
carry out the process “as they always did” without caring about future consequences (e.g. back
pain with rising age). To provide direct on-torso feedback (e.g. through vibration motors)
facilitates the creation of systems which notify users about disadvantageous body positions and
motion sequences while they reside in the respective states. Such systems can support the
prevention of permanent upper body injuries as well as guide users.

Project Goal
Develop prototype(s) which facilitate direct feedback in the torso region of the human body.
Support different kinds of feedback (e.g. different directions, rotations or levels of movement
speed). Evaluate the created system(s).

Task

Contact

Literature research, state-of-the-art analysis (seminar presentation & paper)
Concept design & implementation of concept (project presentation & paper)
Conduction of study & analysis (thesis & thesis defence)

Ulrike Pfeil,
Maximilian Dürr
Room: PZ 908, PZ904
ulrike.pfeil@uni.kn,
maximilian.duerr@uni.kn
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Design

Bachelor / Master

Evaluation

(Holographic) Visual Guidance for Arm/Hand Motion
Scenario
There are various task for which humans are required to move their arms and hands according
to learned motion sequence(s). For example, people who fold origamis need to know how they
have to position and move their hands in regard to a sheet of paper they interact with in order to
create the figures. Another example is cooking, where one might has to learn several steps of
hand and arm motion to complete a task like creating the dough for a cake. Unfortunately in
reality it is often rather cumbersome to learn required hand/arm motion sequences.
Technologies like the Microsoft Hololens enable new ways to facilitate kinesthetic learning.
They make it possible to provide direct visual guidance to humans while they pursue arm and
hand motions
in the real world.
Project
Goal
Develop a system which supports visual (holographic) guidance of arm and hand motion
sequences. Evaluate the implementation.

Task

Contact

Literature research, state-of-the-art analysis (seminar presentation & paper)
Concept design & implementation of concept(s) (project presentation & paper)
Conduction of study & analysis (thesis & thesis defence)

Ulrike Pfeil,
Maximilian Dürr
Room: PZ 908, PZ904
ulrike.pfeil@uni.kn,
maximilian.duerr@uni.kn
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Design

Bachelor / Master

Evaluation

Direct Feedback for Leg/Feet Motion
Scenario
No matter if sports like dancing and badminton or patient-care-taker relationships are concerned,
people often need to follow specific step patterns to carry out related tasks in the correct way.
These patterns can be learned by continuous repetition and correction of “missteps”. However,
to correct errors, it is necessary to provide learners with feedback. In most present cases
feedback is either given by a second person (trainer) or very indirect and cumbersome to obtain
(self-correction via books or videos). To track human leg/feet motion (e.g. with the Microsoft
Kinect) and provide more direct feedback (e.g. through vibration / the Microsoft Hololens)
might enable new ways to learn step patterns without the need for continuous human
supervision.

Project Goal

Develop a system which facilitates direct feedback for the correction of leg/feet motion. Evaluate
the implementation.

Task

Contact

Literature research, state-of-the-art analysis (seminar presentation & paper)
Concept design & implementation of concept (project presentation & paper)
Conduction of study & analysis (thesis & thesis defence)

Ulrike Pfeil,
Maximilian Dürr
Room: PZ 908, PZ904
ulrike.pfeil@uni.kn,
maximilian.duerr@uni.kn
Announcement October 21st 2015

